Quantum Home Trainer is Fraud

How Does the Quantum Home Trainer Work?

Answer: It does NOT Work, it is Fraudulent, Unregistered, Unverified, and Unsubstantiated

WHPRS rating -2 because it is actually based on stolen material, there is no true science reported here, no registration or marketing permission of medical claims, no studies, no Validation
We investigated the company listed above and found:

- We verified the owners of this business are not legitimate people, they all participate in an illegal health care license criminal endeavor
- We verified the owners of this business do not do what they say they will do
- We verified this is a illegitimate business run by illegitimate people
- We verified this business advertises lies and promotes fraud
- We verified this is an unlawful, unethical and less than professional business
- We verified this business operates in an immorally proper and poor manner
- We verified this business has stolen fraudulent counterfeit software
- We verified this business uses a safe and secure gateway to steal money

We continue to monitor this business

These people at Quantum Home trainer stole a part of the software from the SCIO system. The SCIO system was officially registered in the US, EC, Mexico, China, and the world over. The SCIO has been studied and researched and published in peer reviewed medical journals and appears in over fifty certified medical textbooks. The SCIO is taught in accredited Medical Universities.

The Quantum Home trainer has not one credible piece of validation, verification or substantiation.

The 2006 version of the SCIO software worked on windows XP. One common criticism of Windows XP and its predecessors was their commonly exploited security vulnerabilities and overall susceptibility to malware, viruses and buffer overflows. Windows prior to 2007 had improper micro-timing utilization. Access of fast data exchange from external devices like the SCIO had to be changed. In light of this, Microsoft chairman Bill Gates announced in early 2002 a company-wide "Trustworthy Computing initiative," which aimed to incorporate security into every aspect of software development at the company. In light of the changes in windows dynamics SCIO software had to change. Newer versions of the SCIO software had to handle the data exchange different.

A ego maniac Grand Master Baiter stole parts of the 2006 SCIO software without its key operative functions and illegally made a criminal adulteration the SCIO in an illegal attachment. When the FDA notified him of his crime and SCIO new software prohibited his adulteration he quit. Grand Master Baiter has no degree in science, medicine, law or even food service, his title of Grand
master is a self-given hoax and has nothing to do with making him qualified. To continue his criminal endeavor Master Baiter made the Quantum Home Trainer and hired idiots and fools to deceive the public into wasting their money. Many people in the Alternative Health arena do not have to knowledge to seek validation or verification; they listen to stories and do not even review the credentials of those telling the stories.

Microsoft's primary stated objective with Windows Vista in 2007 was to improve the state of security in the Windows operating system and external device data transfer.

If you run the Quantum Home Trainer software on a newer Windows like Windows 7 or 8 the subspace is severely compromised and will not function. But since Quantum Home Trainer's people never do any validity checks they would not know that the results of the operation have been compromised.

We at the World Health Products Rating Service have fully reviewed the Quantum Home Trainer and we have studied its operations, history, lack of legal compliance and lack of any validation. The criminal attempt to rip off another work and technology make it further criminal just not dysfunctional so we must give it a -2 on the validity scale.

The following is from the website and you will see a complete lack of science, references, no studies, no validation, no registrations just mumbo jumbo.

There are three major theories about how the Quantum Home Trainer Works. We'll examine them in this article. These theories are 1) the Quantum Theory, 2) the Divine Intervention Theory and 3) the Heal Yourself Theory. If you believe one of these theories will work for you, it will. If you change your mind and believe a different theory will work for you, it will.

All three theories work depending upon how much you believe that theory. The good news is: The more you use your Quantum Home Trainer, the more you know all three theories work.

If you believe in science, the Quantum Theory works.

If you believe in Divine Grace, the Divine Intervention Theory works.

If you believe you heal yourself, the You Heal Yourself Theory works.

If you believe in two of these theories, both theories work.

If you believe all three of these theories, they all work.

1. Quantum Theory

Quantum physics is proving that the distance between any two things is an illusion. This is true because quantum physics has already proven all things in the universe are
illusions, that everything in the creation is an illusion, or at the very least a hologram within the Universal Mind.

Quantum physics is on the verge of proving everything in this illusion is mental, everything is within the mind. We are all "thought forms" who think we are what we see in the mirror -- who think we are what other people tell us we are. We are holograms experiencing life as we know it for reasons we are still trying to understand.

In reality we are not a body of flesh and blood. These are illusions. We are energy, both electric and magnetic, energy that pushes outward and energy that pulls inward. We are an energy being that creates the appearance of having a body. If we change the energy, we change the physical illusion that is us. This is the basis for Energy Medicine and Energy Healing (Reiki and Healing Hands).

In reality we are not energy and we are not an energy field. Energy is just another illusion. We are an emotional, vibrating, auric field of vibrations that create energy and energy fields. If we change the vibration, we change the energy illusion that is us; and changing the energy illusion changes the physical illusion that is us. This the the basis for Vibration Medicine, Holistic, Natural and Alternative Medicine, Oriental Medicine, Ayurvedic Medicine and Faith Healing.

In reality we are not an emotional field and we are not a vibration. Both are just illusions. We are a mental field or mind that creates emotional fields or auras and vibrations. If we change our thinking, we change our emotions, we change the emotional illusion we think we are. When we change our thinking we change our emotions, our energy, and our physical illusion. This is the basis for Informational Medicine and Mind Treatments, Prayer or Mental Healing.

In reality we are not a mental field or a mind as these are also illusions. We are a center of perfect consciousness that creates thoughts and ideas that become the mind but we are not these thoughts and ideas. We are a conscious being that is perfect and unchangeable. When we accept this, everything becomes exactly what we want it to become. This is not medicine. It is beyond our comprehension of medicine. It is a process of awakening to our true nature as a spiritual being. We call this Quantum Training, changing the quantum field that we are.

If all of this is true, and many quantum physicists are attempting to prove exactly this, then quantum training is a process of helping us to accept who and what we truly are -- a perfect being. When we do this we heal the illusion that we believe we are on every level of our being.

2. Divine Intervention Theory

Ancient philosophers understood the same thing quantum physics says; but they explained it in a different way. They said:

We are a unique spiritual being we call our true self. Our true self is the unique spark of Divine Consciousness created by, and living within the Mind of the Divine. Our true self is pure consciousness; and it is always in direct communion (communication) with the
Divine. Our true self is a spiritual being and we are that spiritual being. Ancient philosophers called this state of being the World of Spirit.

As the Divine is called by many names, so our True Self self has many other names including our highest self, higher self, true essence, essence, true being, being, perfect self and center or perfect archetype. It is our individual archetype, essence, being or our highest, higher or perfect self and it is more than all of these. It is our source of life and living within the Divine. Our true self is perfect, infinite in size, omniscient, omnipotent and immanent. It has no shape and occupies no space just like the Divine. It has always been and it will always be, just like the Divine. But, our true self is not the Divine. The Divine is greater than the sum total of everything the Divine has created.

Our true self is the parent of our mind which resides within our true self and is always in communion with it. Our mind is filled with thoughts and ideas, awareness, intentions, memories, fantasies and beliefs. It is used to pay attention, reason things out and accept intuitive insights. Our mind is a spirit living not in the perfect world of our true self, but in the world of good and evil, the World of Air. Our spirit is the child of our true self and the parent of our soul. It resides in the World of Air, the world of thoughts and ideas.

Our mind created our feelings based on what we know and believe, on what we imagine to be true. Our spirit is the parent of our emotions created by us reflecting upon our own thoughts and ideas, colored by our own intentions, beliefs and awareness. Our soul is this creation. Our soul is the "real" us that feels rather than "thinks." It resides in the world of our ever-changing emotions, the World of Water.

Our soul is the parent of our ego that thinks through our emotions and creates our desires, passions, wants, needs, cravings and addictions. Because this is so, some people believe our ego is the child of our spirit and our soul. Others believe the spirit works through our soul to create our ego. Still others believe our soul uses our spirit to create our ego. In all scenarios our ego resides in the Astral world of our desires, the World of Fire. The Ego is also referred to as our false self or the great illusion.

Our ego is the parent of our personality which is expressed through several different personae -- parent, child, boss, employee, student, teacher, friend, enemy or any of hundreds of different masks we can wear. Our ego and all of its children (persona) resides in the physical world where all things are possible, the World of Earth.

We can summarize this as follows:

True self - World of Spirit, consciousness - resides forever as a part of the Divine and creates our spirit.

Spirit - World of Air, the world of mind - resides forever within our true self and creates, is the parent of, all our myriad emotions.

Soul - World of Water, the world of emotions - resides forever within our spirit and is the parent of, creates, all our passions, cravings, addictions, wants and needs.
Ego - World of Fire, the world of desires - resides forever within our soul and is the
parent of creates, our individual personae.

Personae - World of Earth, the world of ignorance - reside within our physical body to
protect our fragile ego and experience living in this physical universe.

The Modern Essenes teach an ancient healing methodology based on what we now
know is quantum physics. The ancient Essenes used these techniques over five
thousand years ago. Very simply stated that healing paradigm is:

To heal your body, you must remove all of your harmful desires, desires that harm or
will harm you or others. Remove them and your body will heal.

To remove harmful desires you must resolve your emotional issues, emotions that gave
birth to your harmful desires. Remove them and your ego will heal.

To resolve your emotional issues you must change your thinking, thinking that gave
birth to your emotions in the first place. Change your thinking and your soul will heal.

To change your thinking you must reconnect with the Divine and accept Divine
intervention. Change your thinking and your spirit will be healed.

True healing can commence at any point. You can accept Divine intervention at any
time, or at any step in this process, by reconnecting yourself to the Divine and become
healed on every level of your being.

You Heal Yourself Theory

This theory is based on the assumption the Divine created us to be everything the
Divine is. Therefore we have a birthright to become exactly whom and what we want to
become. We can transform ourselves because the Divine gave us the wisdom, power
and ability to transform ourselves.

The process is the same as Divine Intervention. The difference is that instead of
accepting healing from the Divine or the Divine acting through our own soul, spirit and
true self, we take responsibility to transform ourselves. We do that by an act of faith
and an act of will.

The act of faith required is for us to acknowledge the Divine gave us the wisdom and
power to heal ourselves. The act of will is our determination to use our Divine wisdom
and power to heal ourselves. By these two acts and our belief in these two acts, we
heal ourselves.

Comparing Quantum and Divine Theories

You probably see why quantum physicists believe they are proving the existence of a
single creator that is the source of everything in the universe. This research is already
on the verge of proving the One Source is the consciousness in everything in the creation.

Actually they have already proven this scientifically, but the medical scientific community hasn't accepted that proof yet. They won't as long as the pharmaceutical companies have control of medical research.

**Recommendation:**

We suggest you try a Quantum Home Trainer in your home or office for thirty days under our unconditional money-back guarantee.

[Contact Mike](#)

Customer support will assist you with all your problems and concerns regarding your Quantum Home Trainer. We are most fortunate to have a number of volunteers provide customer assistance for our software and training materials.

The owner of the Quantum Home Trainer (aka: QH Trainer and the Quantum HT) is Universal Enlightenment a spiritual organization dedicated to rescuing homeless families, relocating them if necessary, retraining them to do what they love to do, and rehabilitating them to become self-supporting members of society.

The distributors for the fraudulent Quantum Home Trainer and criminal health care license are:

- [Dave and Erina Cowan](#)
- [Qhiron Corporation](#)
- [Harold Sexson](#)
- [Dr. Lana Ford](#)
- [Angel Marlow](#)
- [Gayla Erickson](#)
- [Angela Dumas and Tom Allen](#)